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Year 1 - Transport 
 

We will learn how Jewish 

people show their 

belonging to their faith 

and talk about places  

and groups we belong 

to; and ways we show  

this. 

Reflecting on our exciting 

and productive year 

together, we will also 

think about times when 

CONSIDERATION 
things may not have gone 

to plan; discussing the 

festival of Yom Kippur 

and the importance of 

forgiveness. 

Continuing to use our 

beautiful Library will also 

give us an opportunity to 

demonstrate what great 

care we can take of our 

own and others property, 
 

 
What you can do at 

home: Talk to your child 

about when and  

why we say  

sorry.  

How does it make us 

feel? 
 

COMMUNICATION 
Focussing on connectives in literacy, we 

will be having class debates to 

communicate our thoughts and opinions,  

as well as listening and responding to the 

ideas of our friends.  
 

 

What you can do at home: Use 

dinner table conversations to share 

your opinion on a given topic – can 

your child change your mind? 

Encourage them to use ‘but’ to 

balance their argument. 

 

  

CURIOSITY 
Which is the best mode of transport?  

If you could invent your own mode  

of transport, what would be special  

about it? How do the children  

in our class travel to school?  

What is the quickest way to get to  

the shop? And what can we buy for 50p? 
 

 

 

 

What you can do at home: Carry out 

a survey of the traffic as you travel 

to school – which vehicles do you see 

most frequently? What does this tell 

us? 
 

 
Both Big Write  

and Big Maths will increase 

in challenge this term and 

the children will be 

presented with many areas 

of learning they have never 

seen before. The children 

will work independently and 

as part of a team to find 

answers to their questions. 

CONFIDENCE 

Centring many areas of 

the curriculum around 

open-ended, 

investigative questions 

will also guide the 

children to the 

realisation that it is ok 

to not always know the 

answers.  

What you can do at 

home:  

Sit with your child and 

both write a list of things 

you’ve always wanted to 

know or do. What can you 

do to find the answer? 

Take a risk together on 

getting it wrong;  

and more importantly, 

learn together. 

 
CREATIVITY 

In Music, Mrs Ling will help us to  

explore timbre, tempo and 

dynamics through a seasonal, minibeast 

theme. We will also continue  

to investigate methods of printing and 

artists who use these techniques. 

 

 

What you can do at home: 

Go on a minibeast hunt in the  

garden or local area – how do  

they move? What kind of rhythm or 

sounds do they produce? Look at the 

patterns on their bodies – can you 

recreate them?  

 
 
COMMITMENT 
With Sports Day approaching, we will be 

practising our activities with great 

vigour! Aiming to be the best we can be 

will take all our commitment and focus. 

What you can do at home:  

Challenge your child to a race, bean bag 

throw or ladder run – best efforts all 

round!  

CRAFTSMANSHIP 
We will continue working on creating our 

own maps as we explore the country of 

India. We will apply all the writing and 

presentation skills we have built up this 

year to put forward our findings in 

exciting ways. 

What you can do at home: Support  

your child’s new spelling techniques; 

encourage them to focus on perfecting 

their beautiful cursive handwriting. 

OPPORTUNITIES     
As well as a class trip to support our 

learning around transport, we will be 

taking a trip into town to practise using 

money; buying and calculating change (a 

very small amount, of course!). We will 

practise this further when we set up our 

very own WPS maths café!  

  HOME  LEARNING 
 

Reading: To be practised regularly and 

recorded in Reading Records 4 times each 
week. Books are changed when necessary. 

Writing: Big talks (and sometimes items) 

will be sent home for discussion ahead of 

Big Writes – please return these each 

Tuesday. 

Maths: Learn it’s - to review tricky areas. 


